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APOTEX INC.

Apotex Inc. was founded in 1974, and is the largest Canadian-owned pharmaceutical company. From its 2 employees, 5,000 square foot beginning, the company has grown to employ over 10,000 people in research, development, manufacturing and distribution facilities world-wide. The Canadian operations of the Apotex Group of Companies has over 6,000 employees. Extensive investments in Canadian facilities include over 3 million square feet in manufacturing and R&D facilities in Richmond Hill, Toronto, Etobicoke, Brantford, Windsor and Winnipeg. Apotex produces more than 300 generic pharmaceuticals in approximately 4,000 dosages and formats which, in Canada, are used to fill over 89 million prescriptions a year - the largest amount of any pharmaceutical company in this country.

Today, Apotex is a necessary and trusted member of Canada's healthcare community. The company's pharmaceuticals can be found in virtually every pharmacy and healthcare facility in Canada and are exported to over 115 countries around the globe. Export markets represent an ever growing portion of the total sales. Apotex has also established a presence through subsidiaries, joint ventures or licensing agreements in Australia, Belgium, Czech Republic, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand and Poland to name just a few. Healthcare professionals around the world rely on Apotex for quality and value.

Although the company's own business is developing and manufacturing generic pharmaceuticals, the success of Apotex has enabled it to diversify into a number of other health-related areas. The Apotex Pharmaceutical Group of Companies also researches, develops, manufactures and distributes fine chemicals, non-prescription and private label medicines, and disposable plastics for medical use.

The worldwide sales of the Apotex Group of companies exceed $2 billion (Canadian $) per year.

Website: http://www.apotex.com
Main Contact: Ray Shelley, Vice President, National Accounts
Email: rshelley@apotex.com
ARXIUM CANADA

ARxIUM delivers best-in-class technology and unparalleled expertise focused on helping pharmacies of all sizes improve safety, productivity and efficiency. They provide scalable, comprehensive pharmacy solutions – from drug order to delivery, prescription to patient – for every segment of the pharmacy market. Recognized for quality, integrity and knowledge, ARxIUM helps customers optimize operations and business. Their comprehensive offering includes:

- Automated compounding, packaging and dispensing
- Compliance packaging management
- Inventory control and storage
- Access control
- Industry-leading workflow and scheduling software
- Expert consultation
- Production and workflow design
- Onsite technical and implementation assistance

ARxIUM is the first to offer a Total Dose Solution (TDS), a customizable, end-to-end solution for oral-solid and IV dose preparation. A custom-designed TDS allows you to manage pharmacy workflow, production and inventory while working with a single vendor that can deliver all components of a comprehensive solution.

Website: http://www.arxium.com
Main Contact: Barb McKee, Sales & Marketing Coordinator
Email: BMcKee@arxium.com

ASCENSIA DIABETES CARE

Established in 2016 through the acquisition of Bayer Diabetes Care by Panasonic Healthcare Holdings, Ascensia Diabetes Care is a global company dedicated to improving the health and lives of people with diabetes. Already including the world-renowned CONTOUR™ range of blood glucose monitoring systems, we are committed to adding more innovative and life-changing products to our portfolio.

Our goal is to provide products and solutions that make a positive, daily difference for people with diabetes. We want to make sure diabetes doesn't get in the way of people's future, enabling them to live richer lives.

At Ascensia Diabetes Care we want to serve the needs of patients through our innovation and specialist expertise in diabetes. We create high quality solutions and precision tools that help patients manage their condition and take charge of their lives. Innovation is in our DNA and we are agile, entrepreneurial and dynamic in the way we operate.

We are proud of our heritage as a leading provider of solutions for diabetes care. We are excited by what the future holds and will continue to build on the legacy of our longstanding commitment to diabetes.

Website: http://www.ascensia.com
Main Contact: Dave Marcotte, National Account Manager
Email: dave.marcotte@ascensia.com
ASTRAZENECA

AstraZeneca is one of only a handful of pure-play biopharmaceutical companies to span the entire value chain of a medicine from discovery, early- and late-stage development to manufacturing and distribution, and the global commercialization of primary care, specialty care-led and specialty care medicines that transform lives.

Our primary focus is on three important areas of healthcare: Cardiovascular and Metabolic disease (CVMD); Oncology; and Respiratory, Inflammation and Autoimmunity (RIA). We are also active in the Infection, Neuroscience and Gastrointestinal (ING) disease areas.

We employ approximately 600 people across the country, including roughly 275 employees at our head office in Mississauga – headquarters for Scientific Affairs, Clinical Research, Finance, Information Services, Corporate Affairs, and Sales and Marketing. These employees work to provide our medicines to more than three million Canadians.

Website:  http://www.astrazeneca.ca
Main Contact:  Rita Egan, National Pharmacy Relations
Email:  rita.egan@astrazeneca.com

ATEB INC.

Ateb is a trusted source for independent and chain pharmacies seeking measurable pharmacy-based patient care solutions that improve pharmacy performance and patient outcomes. Ateb's patented technologies and robust analytics provide pharmacies with real proof of performance regarding patient care outcomes that generate new revenue streams.

Ateb's Patient Management Access Portal is the nexus of Ateb's entire portfolio of patient care solutions and the leading driver of pharmacy's appointment-based model in the market today. By combining Ateb's proprietary blend of pharmacy operational expertise, technology, analytics, and data integration, Ateb is driving healthy outcomes for patients, pharmacies, and payers.

Website:  http://www.atebcanada.ca
Main Contact:  Paul Sutton, Sales Executive
Email:  paul.sutton@atebcanada.ca
AUTO CONTROL MEDICAL AND A&D COMPANY

Auto Control Medical is one of the premier distributors of hypertension, diabetes and respiratory products in Canada. Auto Control Medical has developed an extensive customer network in its more than 17 years of service, and distributes healthcare products through pharmacies, home care stores and other channels throughout Canada.

A&D Company is a global, multi-industry company engaged in the development, manufacture and sale of precision measurement solutions for a range of vertical markets, including healthcare, automotive, precision manufacturing, and many others.

Its healthcare division, A&D Medical, provides a full line of advanced biometric monitoring solutions including blood pressure monitors, weight scales, activity monitors, and other health monitoring devices for consumer and professional use. A&D Medical is a market leader in connected health, providing devices and solutions for consumer wellness and chronic condition management, marketing under the A&D Medical brand globally and also the LifeSource brand in North America.

Website:  http://www.autocontrol.com
Main Contact:  Robert Burgy, General Manager
Email:  rburg@autocontrol.com

BD MEDICAL - DIABETES CARE

BD Medical is among the world’s leading suppliers of medical devices and a leading innovator in injection- and infusion-based drug delivery since 1906, when the Company built the first-ever facility in the U.S. to manufacture needles and syringes. The BD Medical segment is focused on providing innovative solutions to reduce the spread of infection, enhance diabetes treatment and advance drug delivery.

BD Medical - Diabetes Care: For nearly 90 years, BD’s culture of innovation and continuous improvement has enhanced the patient experience to enable better diabetes therapy and outcomes. BD Pen Needles and Insulin Syringes are designed with leading technology to support earlier initiation and better adherence to injectable therapies, helping diabetes patients live healthier lives.

Website:  http://www.bd.com/ca/diabetes
Main Contact:  Lillian Mortensen, Vice President, Diabetes Care
Email:  Lillian_Mortensen@bd.com
CANADA HEALTH INFOWAY

Infoway’s purpose is to realize the vision of healthier Canadians through innovative digital health solutions.

We do this by shaping the strategic direction for digital health with our partners, co-investing in projects in every province and territory, and providing support to help jurisdictions and clinicians effectively implement solutions and realize benefits. This includes project management support and advice and guidance on architecture, standards, interoperability, privacy, change management and benefits evaluation. Additionally we provide certification services for vendors; thought leadership in emerging technologies and other areas; and support for clinicians through peer leader networks.

Website: https://www.infoway-inforoute.ca
Main Contact: Bobbi Reinholdt, Division Executive e-Prescribing
Email: breinholdt@infoway-inforoute.ca

CANADIAN SAFE MANUFACTURING

Keeping Things Safe.
With over 500 safes in stock ready to ship, an exclusive 24 hour nationwide service network, and industry leading pricing we have been best suited to serving Canadian Retailers since 1986. Narcotic Safes, designed to protect your store narcotics and are ideal for Drug Stores, Medical Centres and Hospitals

Website: http://www.canadiansafe.ca/index.cfm
Main Contact: Bob Schofield, Owner
Email: bob@canadiansafe.ca
CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF PROVINCIAL CANCER AGENCIES (CAPCA)

Together, the provincial cancer agencies will achieve the best cancer control for all Canadians by working in harmony and speaking with one voice on common priorities and key issues; and collaborating effectively with partners across the country.

To collectively reduce the burden of cancer by promoting the highest quality of care and services for all Canadians affected by and at risk of cancer.

CAPCA is an inter-provincial organization of provincial/territorial cancer agencies/programs engaged in cancer control. CAPCA supports the reduction of the burden of cancer on Canadians by facilitating and supporting effective leadership, collaboration, communication and advocacy for cancer care and control. Collectively, the members of CAPCA work to reduce the burden of cancer by promoting the highest quality of care and services for all Canadians affected by cancer and at risk of cancer; and implementing the cancer control strategy in their respective provinces.

Website: http://www.capca.ca
Main Contact: Heather Logan, Executive Director
Email: hlogan@capca.ca

CAREX HEALTH BRANDS

Carex Health Brands has been the branded leader in in-home, self-care medical products for over 35 years. Our goal is to provide quality products that bring dignity and ease of use and general quality of life to our consumers. With our three nationally distributed brands, Carex Health Brands serves national, regional and independent food, drug and mass retailers along with wholesalers, distributors and medical dealers.

Carex Health Brands is recognized globally as the leader in innovation, design, functionality and performance. Carex Health Brands continues to build upon these standards by continually researching and testing new products, providing informative and functional retail packaging and achieving supply-chain excellence to ultimately improve the quality of everyday life for our customers.

It is our goal with this new, state of the art website to provide industry leading consumer level support and content to help drive the tough decisions faced daily by home medical equipment consumers and caregivers.

Website: https://www.carex.com
Main Contact: Neil Armstrong, Director of Sales and Operations, Canada
Email: neil.armstrong@carex.com
ECL PHARMA GROUP LTD

ECL Pharma Group Ltd. offers sales and marketing support for the distribution of products in Canada from our exclusive partners. All products are approved and certified for sales in Canada by NHPD/TPD, FDA and EU regulatory agencies. ECL Pharma Group Ltd. has established professional expertise in the areas of sales, trade relations, logistics, provincial submissions and pricing, government affairs and industry networking to ensure consistency with retail expectations. ECL Pharma Group Ltd. will continue to add manufacturers and suppliers to ensure a constant and consistent stream of products for the Canadian retail marketplace.

Website: http://eclpharma.com/guarantee/
Main Contact: Gary Paterson, President
Email: gpaterson@eclpharma.com

EMERGENCYID CANADA

Emergency ID offers a totally free Online Datafile, where you can store unlimited information about your health, insurance, emergency contacts - anything you want.

Create a file and have the ID Code engraved on your Emergency ID product, or put it on any other item you want - you don’t even have to buy anything from us!

First responders can access your Datafile through any web-enabled device including tablets and smartphones. There are no fees for using this service. Ever.

We know what we’re doing: At Emergency ID, we have been creating and manufacturing medical ID products in Canada for nearly 20 years. We are proud to design and create fashionable and durable medical ID bracelets and necklaces, as well as other forms of medical ID.

We believe that medical alert ID products should be accessible to everyone who needs them, and therefore keeping our prices affordable is a top priority. This is also why we’ve made our online Datafile free to anyone, regardless of whether or not you buy a product from us.

Website: http://ca.emergencyid.com/
Main Contact: Jeff Wilson
Email: jeff@emergencyid.com
EXZELL PHARMA

Exzell Pharma is a niche pharmaceutical company that sells both pharmaceutical and natural therapeutic products into the North American marketplace. Founded by a Mayo Trained Gastroenterologist, Exzell Pharma is privately owned and based in Markham, Ontario.

The staff are dedicated to advancing healthcare for both Canadians and Americans. We actively seek out new and innovative products for the therapeutic area of Gastroenterology and Hepatology.

With a mission to bring innovative products from around the world to the North American market, Exzell Pharma aims to provide new, more effective treatment options in areas of unmet patient need. Driven to become the leading source of safe, effective and affordable health products in North America, we are committed to improving the overall quality of life of the patients who use our products.

Website:  [http://www.exzell.com](http://www.exzell.com)
Main Contact:  Kyla Czerwinski
Email:  kyla@exzell.com

FEDEX EXPRESS CANADA

Meeting the Needs of the Canadian Healthcare Sector

When it comes to the healthcare industry, one size doesn't fit all. Whether you're shipping pharmaceuticals, lab samples or medical equipment and devices, you can count on FedEx to provide specialized medical logistics solutions to support your business.

Most people know FedEx as a reliable shipper, committed to getting your package - large or small - to its destination on time. But FedEx is also a technological innovator, a supporter of community and global charities, a dedicated employer and much more.

Website:  [http://www.fedex.com/ca_english/healthcare/index.html](http://www.fedex.com/ca_english/healthcare/index.html)
Main Contact:  Michael Silva, Senior Marketing Specialist
Email:  michael.silva@fedex.com
FEMPRO CONSUMER PRODUCTS ULC

Fempro Consumer Products ULC is part of the First Quality Group of Companies. Fempro has twenty years of experience in the feminine hygiene market and absorbent food pads. Fempro manufactures brand products, including the Incognito brand. Fempro also offers private label absorbent products. The company was founded in 1996 and joined the First Quality Group of Companies in 2015, offering complementary product lines to further diversify First Quality’s feminine hygiene product portfolio, while providing strategic physical presence in Canada.

Fempro proudly employees 160 team members at its 180,000 square foot (16,700 square meter) manufacturing facility in Drummondville, Quebec, Canada.

Website:  [http://www.firstquality.com/x1822.php](http://www.firstquality.com/x1822.php)
Main Contact:  Sebastien Bourassa, Vice President, Sales & Marketing
Email:  sbourassa@fempro.com

FERRING PHARMACEUTICALS

Ferring Pharmaceuticals is a research-driven biopharmaceutical company dedicated to researching, developing and marketing innovative treatments in a number of key therapeutic areas including reproductive health, urology, and gastroenterology.

Founded in 1950, Ferring now operates from more than 60 countries and employs more than 5000 people throughout the world, while treatments are available in more than 110 countries.

At its seven R&D centres, Ferring scientists strive to improve existing therapies and to create inventive new treatments that address unmet medical needs and help people of all ages live better. And, in every aspect of our business, we follow the Ferring Philosophy: “People Come First at Ferring”. It’s more than just five simple words. To us, it is a guiding principle that inspires everything we do - from our business practices to our relationships with patients and physicians.

Website:  [http://www.ferring.ca/](http://www.ferring.ca/)
Main Contact:  Vicky Ball, Director Sales Operations
Email:  Vicky.ball@ferring.com
GALDERMA CANADA INC.

Galderma Canada Inc. was established in 1989 as part of a global organization, Galderma S.A. We market prescription products, over-the-counter skin care and aesthetic & corrective solutions within Canada to a range of healthcare professionals, including Dermatologists, General Practitioners, Nurses, Pharmacists, Paediatricians and Plastic Surgeons.

Our philosophy is ethical partnership, and we strive to work closely both with healthcare professionals and patients, to support the development and provision of world-class dermatology services within Canada. A major focus is to be seen as the key educational partner in dermatology, offering high quality, accredited training and support to medical professionals.

Our drive and ambition to have patients and customers at the heart of everything we do means partnering with a variety of Dermatology institutions/associations through to national/independent retailers, pharmacists as well as private dermatology clinics. Our three business units of prescription, over-the-counter skin care and aesthetic & corrective products work in harmony to support lifelong challenges of skin conditions.

Website: [http://galderma.ca/About-Galderma/Galderma_Canada](http://galderma.ca/About-Galderma/Galderma_Canada)
Main Contact: Cary Badowsky, National Sales Manager
Email: Cary.BADOWSKY@galderma.com

GLAXOSMITHKLINE CONSUMER HEALTHCARE

On March 2, 2015 we completed a 3-part transaction with Novartis which reshapes our business.

We have combined our Consumer Healthcare business with Novartis's to create one of the world's largest Consumer Healthcare companies, with number one positions in specialist oral health and over-the-counter (OTC) medicines across 36 markets and leading positions in skin health and family nutrition.

GSK Consumer Healthcare combines our strong pharmaceutical capabilities in regulatory, medical, drug manufacturing, and healthcare professional access - doctors, dentists, pharmacists - with best in class fast moving consumer goods capabilities - consumer insight, speed to market, brand focus and the ability to effectively partner with retailers. We call this combination of pharmaceutical and fast moving consumer goods capabilities 'Fast Moving Consumer Healthcare', and believe we are uniquely placed to become the first and best Fast Moving Consumer Healthcare Company driven by science and values.

Main Contact: Ron Judge, Director Canada Sales
Email: Ron.P.Judge@gsk.com
GS1 CANADA

Business is easier when you speak the same language as your customers, suppliers and partners.
We all do things our own way. But although these differences help define an organization’s identity, they can cause problems when we work together.

That’s where GS1 can help.
No matter what success looks like for you, being able to identify, capture and share information is vital to achieving it. Our standards provide a common language through which your organization or business can do this.

We work with enterprises of all types and every imaginable size.
And although we believe in healthy competition, in some areas cooperation is more important. That philosophy directs how we’re structured and ensures we work together to agree standards that are right for our members.

Website: www.gs1ca.org
Main Contact: Doris Nessim, Vice President, Pharmacy, Patient Safety & eHealth
Email: doris.nessim@gs1ca.org

HALLMARK CANADA

HALLMARK CANADA designs, publishes and sells hundreds of millions of greeting cards every year and demonstrates retail expertise by offering consumers and even broader range of products, like caring gifts, memory preserving keepsakes, party ware, gift wrap, gift bags, special occasion merchandise, Keepsake ornaments and other offerings that help commemorate life celebrations.

Worldwide, the company employs more than 740 artists, designers, stylists, photographers, writers and editors, who develop nearly 20,000 products each year.

Website: http://www.hallmark.ca
Main Contact: Aaron Gallagher, Key Account Manager
Email: aaron.gallagher@hallmark.com
HALO METRICS

The name Halo Metrics describes our history in loss prevention, our evolution to merchandising, and the revolution towards protecting the total consumer experience.

The term Halo for our company is based in our roots of loss prevention. Our solutions deliver positive results in the protection of merchandise while allowing customer interaction. A Halo is a positive force that provides protection that you can’t always see. With our solutions Halo makes space for good consumers and protects their experience.

When we suggest a solution we always propose testing to verify the return on your investment. Our solutions have historically provided measurable reduction in shrinkage and/or a lift in sales. Metrics is the key to our future of consumer experience protection. Our goal is to measure “the experience” and then deliver solutions that enhance and protect that experience.

Halo Metrics is a leading provider of retail security solutions that protect the consumer shopping experience. Our security solutions prevent theft while allowing honest shoppers full access to merchandise on display.

In business in Canada since 1988, Halo Metrics has grown to become a leading source for Canadian retailers for merchandising and loss prevention solutions. Our strengths include our infrastructure. We have direct representation in four provinces, Eastern and Western based stocking warehouses, and bi-lingual English and French support. We cover all of Canada and can easily support our National and Regional customers.

Website: http://www.halometrics.com/corporate/about-us.aspx
Main Contact: Ravinder Sangha, Marketing Manager
Email: rsangha@halometrics.com

HEALTHMARK LTD.

Offering medical and pharmacy products and automation to the Canadian healthcare market for twenty-five years

Since 1990, Healthmark has developed an excellent reputation for providing innovative pharmacy and IV products, as well as systems that offer cost-effectiveness, production efficiencies, safety and ease of use. This reputation has been built on a comprehensive line of products addressing pharmacies (Hospital, Oncology Centres, Retail, Long Term Care, Home Infusion, Compounding and Corrections) needs for unit dose packaging and dispensing as well as intravenous and chemotherapy drug preparation. This has expanded over the years to include automated systems for inventory management, Vial filling/Pill counting, Will-call retrieval, Packaging verification and much more.

Our unique expertise in medication packaging combined with customer demand has enabled us to establish a RePackaging Outsource Production Facility. Our customers drop ship bulk oral meds and we send back custom
labelled unit dose oral liquids in cups, syringes, blister cards, pouches, and more. Recently we have launched our first commercial oral unit dose liquid product.

We continue to acquire new products that offer our clients innovative and safety oriented - cost-effective solutions including a line of latest technology RFID solutions for accurate drug inventory management.

Website:  http://www.healthmark.ca  
Main Contact: Bill Markoglou, Business Manager  
Email: billm@healthmark.ca  

IAPOTHECA HEALTHCARE INC.

Passionate about Pharmacy.

At iApotheca, we believe in Canadian Healthcare, and we recognize the role of all pharmacy team members in making our healthcare system one of the best in the world today.

Our team is passionate about pharmacy; we back the commitment of each and every Canadian pharmacy in their goal to provide the best in patient care.

The iApotheca Pharmacy Suite is designed to streamline your pharmacy operations, reduce error and increase revenues. We focus on making pharmacy life more efficient, so you can focus on achieving healthcare excellence.

Website:  http://iapothe.ca  
Main Contact: Spencer Turbitt, CEO  
Email: sturbitt@iapotheca.com  

IMS BROGAN

Creating Connected Solutions for Better Healthcare Performance

IMS Health is a leading global information and technology services company providing clients in the healthcare industry with end-to-end solutions to measure and improve their performance.

Our 7,000 services experts connect configurable SaaS applications to 15+ petabytes of complex healthcare data in the IMS One™ cloud platform, delivering unique insights into diseases, treatments, costs and outcomes.

Customers include pharmaceutical, consumer health and medical device manufacturers and distributors, providers, payers, government agencies, policymakers, researchers and the financial community.

Website:  http://www.imshealth.com  
Main Contact: Sylvie Séguin, Decision Support Analyst - Health Industry Information Services (HIIS)  
Email: SSeguin@ca.imsbrogan.com
INMAR

Inmar develops technology and uses advanced data analytics to make commerce work smarter.

Our Promotions, Supply Chain and Healthcare platforms connect offline and online transactions in real time for the world’s largest retailers, manufacturers and trading partners across multiple industries. We securely manage billions of dollars in transactions and provide clients and the market with insights from the data to meet the evolving needs of shoppers, patients and businesses. Founded in 1980, Inmar is headquartered in Winston-Salem, North Carolina (one of Forbes Best Downtowns in America) with locations throughout the U.S., Mexico and Canada.

We apply technology and data science to improve outcomes for consumers and those who serve them. As a trusted intermediary for over 35 years, we have unmatched access to billions of consumer and business transactions in real time. Our analytics, platforms and services enable engagement with shoppers and patients, and optimize results.

Website:  https://www.inmar.com
Main Contact:  John Waller, Director, Business Development
Email:  john.waller@inmar.com

INNOVATION

Our company name categorically sums up our charter as a solutions provider… we’re innovators. We do more than simply manufacture and sell technology. We create new ideas and ways of doing things.

Our founder and chairman, Harry Boyer, drilled into us, “understand the problem.” It’s our own unique brand of root cause analysis. It’s been our motto for decades.

Innovation is an industry leader because we understand the origin and the evolution of pharmacy’s problems, and we collaborate with our customers and industry partners to innovate bona fide solutions.

Our mission is to help pharmacies optimize outcomes, whether it’s patient, process, or technology-related. We strive to make a difference in helping pharmacies increase operational efficiency, enhance patient safety, and deliver patient-facing care.

We’re now taking our mission to another level with the formation of our Advanced Systems Division, which enables our seasoned Professional Services team to work side-by-side with our colleagues at Binghamton University’s
Watson Institute for Systems Excellence (WISE). Through this collaboration, of which Pharmacy Intelligence was developed, we’re blazing new trails to help our customers and the industry at large with improving patients’ quality of life and health outcomes.

Website: http://innovat.com/about-innovation
Main Contact: Doyle Jensen, Executive Vice President Global Business Development
Email: doylej@innovat.com

**JAMP PHARMA**

JAMP Pharma is a private Canadian company. It was established in 1988 in British Columbia and has been under the leadership of Louis Pilon since 2006. Driven by the desire to provide better access to health for Canadians and creating jobs here, Louis Pilon moved the head office to Boucherville, Quebec and launched significant research and development activities in order to develop the product portfolio.

Today, JAMP Pharma is a key player in the generic pharmaceutical industry and employs more than 100 people in Canada. At JAMP Pharma, we are proud to contribute to the health of Canadians and participate in developing the local economy!

Website: http://www.jamppharma.com
Main Contact: Jason Frame, Vice-President, National Sales
Email: jframe@jamppharma.com

**JONES PACKAGING**

More than 130 years of customer-first integrated packaging solutions

Internationally recognized for our expertise in printed packaging, contract packaging and medication dispensing and delivery products, Jones is your partner for customer-first integrated packaging solutions.

From folding cartons, labels, leaflets, pouching, blister packaging, vial filling and secondary packaging to a wide range of specialized dispensing and compliance products for pharmacies, hospitals and long-term care, we offer many options to simplify the process for our customers while maximizing their brand’s value and ensuring consumer well-being.

Our unique integrated services include graphic and structural design consultation and risk assessment, as well as full manufacturing and filling capabilities. Above all, we consistently deliver on our commitment to service excellence – from start to finish.

Website: http://www.jonespackaging.com
Main Contact: Steve MacNeill, SVP Healthcare
Email: smacneill@jonespackaging.com
JOYLUX, INC.

Discover the Light. Experience the Joy.

Joylux is an innovative health technology company creating LED-focused medical devices that are transforming women’s pelvic floor health.

Joylux brings you vSculpt, an innovative at-home pelvic floor toning and rejuvenation medical device for the millions of women affected by pelvic-floor issues due to childbirth and aging who are seeking to regain their control, health and self-confidence.

Website: http://www.joyluxinc.com
Main Contact: Steve Traplin, Chief Revenue Officer
Email: steve@JOYLUXINC.COM

KOHL & FRISCH LTD

Kohl & Frisch is Canada’s leading national distributor, delivering excellence for our partners in the healthcare industry. As the essential link between pharmaceutical manufacturers and healthcare providers, we strive to exceed the needs of all our partners with effective distribution and service solutions. Through excellence in technology and innovation, we combine what manufacturers want with what our customers need by providing a safe and reliable source of products at competitive prices.

We support our manufacturer partners by getting their pharmaceuticals and other products to market safely, quickly and efficiently.

We support our retail pharmacy partners with easy ordering and inventory management, and flexible online e-Business services.

Website: http://www.kohlandfrisch.com
Main Contact: Ron Frisch, President and CEO
Email: rfrisch@kohlandfrisch.com
KROLL COMPUTER SYSTEMS INC.

Kroll Computer System’s suite of pharmacy specific applications provides software solutions to fulfill all of your pharmacy’s requirements today and beyond.

Serving over 4000 diverse customers including, chains, banners, institutions, independents, long term care facilities and specialized clinical settings, Kroll is the most efficient, innovative and user-friendly pharmacy management software available on the market today, backed by over 32 years of experience and customer satisfaction.

Our byline "Pharmacy Focused... Technology Driven" encapsulates our end to end solution for all components of Canadian pharmacy. We are consistently first to implement technology advances, provincial health initiatives and interfaces to the best of breed offerings including: robotics, IVR solutions, off site backups, clinical programs etc.

Our fully flexible installation services include, software, hardware, middleware, training, and customizable 24/7 support programs.

We are certified in every province and territory and are an active member of many professional and government agencies and working groups.

Website: [https://www.kroll.ca](https://www.kroll.ca)
Main Contact: Jay Sonshine, President
Email: sonshine@kroll.ca

LIFESCAN CANADA LTD.

Life at LifeScan

Caring is at the core of everything we do at LifeScan. For over two decades, we have had an unwavering commitment to improving the quality of life for people with diabetes. Every day, more than 5 million people in the U.S. depend on LifeScan's OneTouch® Brand systems for simple testing and accurate results.

Helping the diabetes community today

LifeScan is dedicated to best serving the needs of the diabetes community and we recognize the importance of supporting global and national partnerships. In addition to providing monetary and product support, our goal is to increase awareness by teaching people with diabetes and their families that diabetes complications can be reduced with proper diabetes management. At LifeScan, we believe we can make a bigger difference by working together.
Helping to shape tomorrow

New breakthroughs are critical to the future of diabetes care. LifeScan is already working to bring you the next important advances in diabetes care. Our development of new technology and manufacturing of innovative blood glucose monitoring devices has made our OneTouch® systems the #1 most prescribed brand by Endocrinologists and Primary Care Physicians. These kinds of advances will continue to help eliminate barriers and let patients live life how they choose.

Website: [https://www.lifescan.com](https://www.lifescan.com)
Main Contact: George Goeders, National Trade Sales Director | J&J Diabetes Care Companies
Email: ggoeders@its.jnj.com

L'ORÉAL CANADA CONSUMER PRODUCTS DIVISION

L'Oréal Canada ushers you into a universe of beauty and well-being. As you learn more about L'Oréal Canada, you may be surprised to see just how visible the company is in Canada, in your community and in your life.

L'Oréal Canada’s success rests, above all, on the daily commitment, enthusiasm and passion of its employees. Their beauty expertise and passion are communicated by offering Canadian consumers 32 prestigious and world-renowned brands.

Each brand benefits from the considerable investments in Research & Innovation made by L'Oréal Group. The 611 patents filed by L'Oréal Research & Innovation in 2012 represent the Group's commitment to deliver innovative and particularly effective cosmetic products to consumers worldwide.

The Group’s Research & Innovation efforts, unique in the beauty industry, permit each brand to benefit from formulas specifically adapted to the needs of women and men worldwide, across all markets and distribution channels in which L'Oréal operates.

Website: [http://www.loreal.ca/en-ca/](http://www.loreal.ca/en-ca/)
Main Contact: Claude Prevost, Sales Director Alternative Channels
Email: cprevost@ca.loreal.com
MANTHAMED INC.

ManthaMed is a leading Canadian distributor of medical equipment with a mission to significantly improve the lives of individuals with chronic illness while lowering the overall cost of health-care.

Our company is devoted to the promotion of diagnostic testing designed to detect and monitor certain medical conditions and diseases in the areas of hyperlipidemia, hypertension, diabetes, asthma and osteoporosis.

Our comprehensive line of diagnostic equipment and supplies allow for one-stop shopping via web and direct sales. Through our continued growth, we have added more and more products further enhancing our product lines to support our customers.

Website:  http://www.manthamed.com
Main Contact:  Peter Mantha, President
Email:  pmantha@manthamed.com

MINT PHARMACEUTICALS INC.

Mint Pharmaceuticals is a Canadian owned generic pharmaceutical company located in Mississauga, Ontario. Founded in 2007, we pride ourselves in delivering high quality and affordable generic pharmaceuticals and healthcare solutions to the Canadian market. Through product differentiation, best-in-class supply and excellent service, we strive to help communities across Canada live longer, healthier lives.

Our mission is to be a leading supplier of high quality and affordable generic pharmaceuticals. Our focus on consistent supply, innovation and exceptional customer service will deliver the highest value to our stakeholders. We are passionate about improving healthcare for all Canadians.

Website:  http://www.mintpharmaceuticals.com
Main Contact:  Mark Mantel, Vice President, Sales and Marketing
Email:  markm@mintpharmaceuticals.com
MYLAN PHARMACEUTICALS ULC CANADA

Our history, our mission and our values tell the story of who we are as a company. We began as a pharmaceutical distributor, providing products to customers in smaller communities.

Today we’re one of the world’s leading generics and specialty pharmaceutical companies, with products in approximately 165 countries and territories. And our dedication to providing access to medicine continues to grow after more than 50 years.

We’re one of the largest generics and specialty pharmaceutical companies in the world, manufacturing and marketing approximately 1,400 different medicines to retail, wholesale, government and institutional customers.

We apply one global quality standard across our facilities and across our product line . . . regardless of market.

A History of Doing What’s Right
We began in 1961 as a company dedicated to helping people in small West Virginia towns and rural communities gain access to affordable medicine. Today, we remain dedicated to the same mission, but we do it for the world.

One Quality Standard
Medicines and their ingredients can be made in facilities all over the world. We believe in one global quality standard for all medicines. And we passionately support efforts and legislation that bring us all closer to that goal.

Website:  http://www.mylan.ca
Main Contact:  Ed Langill, Senior Director, Corporate Accounts
Email:  ed.langill@mylan.ca

NOWPAC

NowPac Inc. is a contract packaging company offering a speed to market solution for large enterprise CPG and Consumer Healthcare companies that require compliance with Health Canada and the FDA.

NowPac has been serving its clients for over 25 years and focuses on providing leading edge quality systems, exceptional project management and speed to market. NowPac’s emphasis on the highest level of quality, flexibility, cost efficiency and shortest lead times results in success for your brand!

Our clients set the benchmark. NowPac’s mission is to meet and surpass their expectations everytime!

Website:  http://www.nowpac.com
Main Contact:  Ian Frauts, Sales and Marketing Manager
Email:  ianfrauts@nowpac.com
ODAN LABORATORIES LTD.

- Founded in 1974 in Montreal, Canada.
- 100% Canadian Specialty Pharmaceutical Company
- Fully integrated infrastructures for R&D, manufacturing, distribution, and marketing.
- Our vast Product line includes innovative products in gastroenterology, dermatology, and various specialty and generic pharmaceuticals.
- Odan products are distributed to retail pharmacies, hospitals, government institutions, clinics, and pharmaceutical wholesalers.
- Our products are also exported to several countries around the world.
- Odan is continuously researching and developing new pharmaceutical molecules and adding to it's portfolio.

Our Mission
To be the premier provider of innovative, high-value branded and specialty generic medicines to Canadian patients.

Our Values
To adhere to the highest level of integrity and responsibility in bringing those medicines to Canadians who rely on us and deserve nothing less.

Website:  http://www.odanlab.com
Main Contact:  Howard Kaminsky, President
Email:  hkaminsky@odanlab.com

PFIZER CANADA

Pfizer Canada Inc. is the Canadian operation of Pfizer Inc., one of the world’s leading biopharmaceutical companies.

Our diversified health care portfolio includes some of the world’s best-known prescription medicines, vaccines, infusion systems as well as non-prescription products. Every day, Pfizer employees work to bring therapies to patients that significantly improve their lives. We apply science and our global resources to improve the health and well-being of Canadians at every stage of life. Our pipeline and portfolio of medicines covers a broad range of therapeutic areas. Our commitment is reflected in everything Pfizer does, from our disease awareness initiatives to our community partnerships, to our belief that it takes more than medications to be truly healthy.

Our Mission
To be the premier, innovative biopharmaceutical company

Our Purpose
Innovate to bring therapies to patients that significantly improve their lives

Our Values
To fulfill our purpose and achieve our mission we abide by the enduring values that are the foundation of our business.

Website:  www.pfizer.ca
Main Contact:  Carol MacDonald, Retail Key Account Manager – Corporate Pharmacy
Email:  carol.e.macdonald@pfizer.com
PHARMASMART

To be the global leader in hypertension education and management through the delivery of innovative blood pressure technology, services, and patient data management.

The PharmaSmart mission is supported by our team commitment to the following pillars:

Ease of Use
PharmaSmart was founded on the premise that any blood pressure management tool should be easy to use. Approximately 9 out of 10 people will develop hypertension in their lifetime, and it is our goal that all of them will be able to use PharmaSmart technology to track their BP. We are committed to a “one-button” philosophy. No menus, no usernames, no passwords, no hassles.

Accuracy
No PharmaSmart device will be put on the market without an independently published, peer-reviewed clinical accuracy validation. While our device class does not require published accuracy validation, PharmaSmart's accuracy commitment does.

Privacy
Patient confidentiality is a PharmaSmart pillar. PharmaSmart is HIPAA/PIPEDA compliant and does not collect or store any patient names, or personal data.

Connectivity
PharmaSmart offers internet ready Health Screening Kiosk products through 3g/4g, CAT-5 or Wi-Fi. This core technology commitment ensures that all of our clients (and their patients) will have the option to utilize our patented BP Tracker™ patient portal with seamless access to PS DataSmart® the world’s most robust “real-time” BP data repository. PharmaSmart’s unique, internet ready data platform positions PharmaSmart as a world leader in cost-effective screening, management and delivery of BP data between patients and their healthcare providers. PharmaSmart is working with organizations such as Microsoft HealthVault, the Continua Health Alliance, and other leading industry partners to improve the integration and management of health information worldwide.

Program Execution
PharmaSmart recognizes that technology is only half of the equation. Many of our Kiosks are located in retail pharmacies, where our technology is supported by pharmacists and pharmacy techs, among the most trusted of all professionals. PharmaSmart has developed a structured and disciplined program for our retail partners. We work directly with pharmacy staff, providing the tools and training to maximize overall execution and visibility of the PharmaSmart BP program. This commitment to program and execution support enables us to transition pharmacy staff into Experts in Blood Pressure Management, ensuring patient participation, and delivering sustained, long-term results.

Website: www.pharmasmart.com
Main Contact: Ashton S. Maaraba, COO and General Manager
Email: Ashton@PharmaSmart.com
PHYSIOCOOL

Physicool produces products based on a medically formulated Coolant. A new rapid cooling mist is the first product to be launched in Canada and is designed to give cooling relief for women suffering from hot flashes, as well as relief from high ambient temperature.

The mist is also effective at calming skin irritation caused by mild burns, bites and stings. Physicool aim to introduce an increasingly wide range of products, including cooling compression bandages and cooling sports clothing. They will be entering a wide range of markets including medical and sports organisations.

Physicool has now become a household name used globally. Our products are used for every-day purposes ranging from the treatment of a sprained ankle, enhancing patient rehabilitation post-surgery to beating the heat of a hot flash. We didn’t start this way. Physicool’s origins stem back to the equine market, Physicool’s sister company Equinice, and a small office on a Dorset farm, England.

Physicool’s rapid evaporation cooling technology was initially used to treat race horses. It wasn’t until we received feedback from jockeys using Physicool to treat their own injuries that we realised the human application. After testing and product development Physicool was born. We shot to UK stardom in 2009 when Kay pitched Physicool on BBC’s Dragon’s Den. On the night of that successful pitch our website received 36,000 visits and global interest.

Today we continue to grow our product offerings with the development of new products and applications. Physicool is dedicated to enabling people to live their lives to the fullest by providing intelligent, forward thinking medical devices and lifestyle products to aid wellbeing and recovery.

Website: http://physicool.ca
Main Contact: Danny Quattrociocchi, President
Email: danny@physicool.ca

POPRX

PopRx was founded early 2015 and is based in Toronto, Canada. We look for ways to make the health-care system better, stronger and more efficient so that local independents healthcare professionals can have all the tools they need to keep up in today’s evolving techno-system.

We are fond of beautiful things and a smooth user-experience. We hope PopRx can help make your pharmacy experience a better one: no lines, better prices, better service.

Website: http://www.poprx.ca
Main Contact: Adam Levy, Marketing and Sales
Email: adam@poprx.ca
**PRIMEX WIRELESS**

Our success hinges on making your job easier and facility safer. From initial planning, through complete deployment and beyond, we are here to ensure your Primex Wireless system delivers beyond expectations.

When you purchase a Primex Wireless system, you are also gaining access to the most knowledgeable team in the industry. Whether you need help designing your new system, training staff, or even completing your installation, you can count on our experienced team to provide the technical services and support you require.

Website:  
http://www.primexwireless.com/
Main Contact:  
Simon Lee
Email:  
Slee@primexinc.com

**PROCTER & GAMBLE**

Around the world, P&G products are used 4.6 billion times a day. With more than 300 brands in more than 180 countries, we are the world’s largest advertiser. Connecting with P&G allows your business to tap into unparalleled innovation, distribution and marketing assets.

Through Connect + Develop, we share our R&D, consumer understanding, marketing expertise, and brand equity with our partners, bringing great innovations to market and into the lives of consumers faster.

P&G’s open innovation strategy has enabled us to establish more than 2,000 successful agreements with innovation partners around the world. Together, we can do more than either of us could do alone.

Website:  
https://www.pg.com/en_CA/
Main Contact:  
Debbie McAlpine
Email:  
mcalpine.d@pg.com
PUBLIC HEALTH AGENCY OF CANADA

Mission: To promote and protect the health of Canadians through leadership, partnership, innovation and action in public health.

Vision:
Healthy Canadians and communities in a healthier world.

Values:
- Respect for Democracy
- Respect for People
- Integrity
- Stewardship
- Excellence

Mandate
The role of the Public Health Agency of Canada is to:
- Promote health;
- Prevent and control chronic diseases and injuries;
- Prevent and control infectious diseases;
- Prepare for and respond to public health emergencies;
- Serve as a central point for sharing Canada’s expertise with the rest of the world;
- Apply international research and development to Canada’s public health programs; and
- Strengthen intergovernmental collaboration on public health and facilitate national approaches to public health policy and planning.

Website: http://www.phac-aspc.gc.ca/im/professionals-professionnels-eng.php
Main Contact: Janice Benson R.N. B.Sc.N., Nurse Advisor, Immunization Promotion and Education
Email: janice.benson@phac-aspc.gc.ca

REBELS REFINERY

We want our customers to know that we are always looking out for their best interests and providing them with premium products at great prices. We will never try and sell you an $80 anti-aging cream that does nothing more than a basic moisturizer. That’s not what we’re about.

We created a line of natural skin care to get away from the chemical intensive alternatives that are likely doing more damage than good to both your skin (body’s largest organ) and the rest of your body. We know we can go with the highest quality natural ingredients and outperform the synthetic crap pervasive in the industry (most of our products are 99-100% natural and pure gold).

Website: http://rebelsrefinery.com
Main Contact: Eric Fallon
Email: efallon@rebelsrefinery.com
REVLO CANADA INC

Revlon was founded in 1932, by Charles Revson and his brother Joseph, along with a chemist, Charles Lachman, who contributed the "L" in the REVLON name. Starting with a single product - a nail enamel unlike any before it - the three founders pooled their meager resources and developed a unique manufacturing process.

Revlon is a global color cosmetics, hair color, beauty tools, fragrances, skincare, anti-perspirant / deodorants and beauty care products company whose vision is Glamour, Excitement and Innovation through High-quality Products at Affordable Prices. Revlon® is one of the strongest consumer brand franchises in the world. Revlon’s global brand portfolio includes Revlon® color cosmetics, Almay® color cosmetics, SinfulColors® color cosmetics, Pure Ice® color cosmetics, Revlon ColorSilk® hair color, Revlon® beauty tools, Charlie® fragrances, Mitchum® anti-perspirant / deodorants, and Ultima II® and Gatineau® skincare and its products are sold in over 100 countries across six continents. Websites featuring current product and promotional information can be reached at www.revlon.com, www.almay.com and www.mitchum.com.

Website: http://www.revlon.ca/
Main Contact: Jamie Bernt, Vice President, Customer Business Development
Email: jamie.bernt@revlon.com

RHINOSYSTEMS, INC.

RhinoSystems, Inc. (RSI) is the developer of the Naväge® Nasal Hygiene System, the world’s first handheld nasal irrigator that uses gentle suction. Established in 2007, RSI focuses on bringing innovative products to the market for saline nasal irrigation. RSI owns over two dozen issued patents and numerous trademarks worldwide. RSI is headquartered in Cleveland, Ohio.

RSI is committed to maintaining the highest quality standards so that our products meet the needs of our customers and the expectations of our stakeholders. RSI is certified to ISO 13485:2003, the internationally recognized standard for medical device manufacturing.

Website: http://www.navage.ca/
Main Contact: Brad Bushby, National Director of Sales Canada
Email: brad.bushby@navage.com
ROGERS PHARMACY PRACTICE

Pharmacy Practice+ is a smart mix of traditional clinical content and new thinking designed to engage the full spectrum of pharmacists. As our tagline states, our mandate is “Inspiring Canadian pharmacists to be their best.”

More than ever, the business and the profession of pharmacy are inseparably, undeniably intertwined. There cannot be a vital, viable, successful pharmacy business model without optimized, engaged, informed pharmacists. And the professional practice success of today’s pharmacists depends on a healthy pharmacy business that values, optimizes and showcases its pharmacists.

Website: CanadianHealthcareNetwork.ca/pharmacists
Main Contact: Pam Chodda Young, Associate Publisher, Media Business Unit
Email: pam.chodda@rci.rogers.com

SANDOZ CANADA INC.

Health is our most precious asset. That's why, at Sandoz Canada, we respond to our customers' needs by acting quickly to offer an unparalleled range of high-quality, affordable generic products. But that's not all. Our vision goes beyond the production of standard generic products. We lead by example. We develop and market a wide range of differentiated products that make a real difference. We help cure patients and save lives. Because our priority is people, whether they are our patients, our pharmacists, our business partners or our employees.

Website: http://www.sandoz.ca/en/index.shtml
Main Contact: Michel Robidoux, President and General Manager
Email: michel.robidoux@sandoz.com

SANOFI PASTEUR

Sanofi Pasteur, the vaccines division of Sanofi, is a global company that provides more than one billion doses of vaccine each year, making it possible to immunize more than 500 million people across the globe. A world leader in the vaccine industry, Sanofi Pasteur offers the broadest range of vaccines protecting against 20 infectious diseases.

The company’s heritage, to create vaccines that protect life, dates back more than a century. Every day, the company invests more than one million Euros in research and development.

Website: www.sanofipasteur.ca
Main Contact: Andrew Boston, Senior Director, Sales
Email: Andrew.Boston@sanofipasteur.com
SCRIPTPRO CANADA LTD.

ScriptPro is a technology company founded in 1994. Corporate headquarters are in the Kansas City area.

The company’s initial product, the SP 200 Robotic Prescription Dispensing System, pioneered the use of robotics in community pharmacies.

Today, ScriptPro offers a comprehensive line of over 200 pharmacy automation and management system products that have revolutionized pharmacy operations in the U.S., Canada, and many other countries.

ScriptPro products operate in thousands of independent, chain, hospital, supermarket, and government pharmacies.
• Many large chain pharmacies have standardized operations around the ScriptPro robotic model.
• Leading hospitals in the U.S and around the world use ScriptPro systems to ensure accuracy and patient safety.
• Over 300 Veterans Administration and public health system hospitals rely on ScriptPro robotics-enabled workflow systems to care for their patients.
• The Department of Defense deploys ScriptPro telepharmacy equipment at bases around the world to make pharmacists available wherever needed.

ScriptPro has grown through invention and product development rather than through acquisition. It owns the core technologies utilized, and manufactures, sells, installs, and supports all of its products.

Website: www.scriptpro.com
Main Contact: Peter D Brennan, Vice President, Sales
Email: pbrennan@scriptpro.com

SERVIER CANADA INC.

We are an organisation as well as an international foundation involved in research activities which are focused on further improving health and bringing better care to patients.

Medicines add years to life and life to years as well as offer patients a better quality of life. In most cases, the cost of treating a disease is lower than the cost of not treating and the benefits provided by the treatments are often priceless to patients. This applies to the majority of common chronic diseases such as hypertension or diabetes.

These two diseases can, in fact, lead to severe complications which treatment with drugs can now prevent. This proves that although medicines may represent an immediate cost for the patient and the community, they remain an investment in duration and quality of life.

Website: http://www.servier.ca/
Main Contact: Daniel Cieslak, Commercial & Key Account Manager
Email: daniel.cieslak@servier.com
SHIFTPOSTS INCORPORATED

ShiftPosts provides on-demand shift workers to businesses. We are currently focused on the healthcare sector and our first endeavor is the pharmacy industry. We will be expanding to other healthcare sectors in the near future. We are based out of Toronto, Canada.

Using our mobile app. Find pharmacy shifts
ShiftPosts is an app that connects Pharmacists to Pharmacies. All we ask you to do is answer a few simple questions such as distance willing to travel, desired hourly wage, and shift duration. Our algorithm will match you up with the shifts best suited for you. Simply sign up to apply for shifts and wait for a match.

Hire Excellent Relief Pharmacists, Without Expensive Agency Fees
Our market research shows that each pharmacy location can save over $2,000 a year using our service. For a limited time sign up for our four-month free trial and see the difference! We have interviewed and approved the best pharmacists, out of the hundreds that applied from across Canada.

Once the shift is created you are instantly matched with pharmacists who you can ask to take the shift.

Website: https://shiftposts.com
Main Contact: Sameer Noorani, Founder
Email: sameer@shiftposts.com

SIMS MEDICAL CORP

SIMS Medical Corp. is a privately held Ontario corporation based out of Stouffville Ontario. A division of Bainsco Holdings Inc., SIMS is a wholesale distribution company committed to the medical marketplace and providing the finest quality and medical efficacy in lower limb healthcare products nationally.

We are the exclusive Canadian distributor for Dr. Comfort, the global leader in orthopaedic footwear, and their accessory product lines DRC Shape to Fit compression hosiery, Inserts, Diabetic Socks, Comfort Slippers, Ortho-Sandals and more. Also exclusive to SIMS in Canada is the fashionable, trendy, and vibrant therapeutic compression sock line, Sockwell.

A part of the lifestyle brand, Goodhew, Sockwell has given a fresh new look to compression wear by offering a superfine merino wool made in the USA.

Combined with the above SIMS also distributes OrthoSleeve range of compression garments: the award-winning FS6 foot sleeve, the CS6 calf sleeve, ES3 elbow sleeve, KS6 knee sleeve and PS3 patella sleeve.

We look forward to having you join the SIMS professional health network! The newest addition to our family of products are Revere, Rejuva Health, Vionic and Vasyli - fashionable, comfort and functional.

Website: www.simsmedicalcorp.com
Main Contact: Raman Gill, Manager of Operations
Email: rgill.simsmedical@gmail.com
STAGNITO BUSINESS INFORMATION

The Stagnito Business Information and Edgell Communications mission is to be the definitive Business Intelligence Resource for retailers, retail suppliers, and technology vendors. This requires constant innovation in order to bring relevant information and analysis to retailers in the most compelling and accessible ways possible, while providing suppliers and technology vendors with the means to improve their performance through integrated, high performing, and measurable programs that are tailored to their specific needs.

Website: www.pharmacyu.ca
Main Contact: Martin Rissin
Email: mrissin@stagnitomail.ca

STI TECHNOLOGIES LTD

We create intelligent solutions that interconnect health-care and improve patient engagement and outcomes.

Founded in 2001, STI Technologies Limited (STI) is a health-care technology company that provides Canadian patients with greater choice and broader access to the best medications and health-care products.

Through partnerships with Canada’s top pharmaceutical companies, we support the health-care system by delivering intelligent reimbursement, patient management and patient engagement solutions that improve health outcomes.

By making our user-friendly solutions available online, and through physicians and pharmacists across Canada, we are the leader in our industry, and have millions of patients who benefit from our programs.

Website: http://smartsti.com/
Main Contact: Paul Tobin, VP Sales
Email: paul.tobin@smartsti.com
SYNERGY MEDICAL


Dispensing medications in blister cards will provide your customers with a safe, personalized way of taking their medications. Imagine the simplicity of receiving your medications grouped by dosing time and day of the week!

Website: www.synmedrx.com
Main Contact: Mark Rinker
Email: mark.rinker@synmedrx.com

TARO PHARMACEUTICALS

Established in 1950, Taro Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd. (together with its affiliates “Taro”) is a research-based, global specialty pharmaceutical company that develops, manufactures and markets affordable prescription and over-the-counter pharmaceutical products. Taro specializes in generic products, but also produces private label and branded drugs. Taro’s research programs and niche strategy have enabled the Company to achieve important role in the specialty pharmaceutical sector.

We are a leading manufacturer and supplier of topical dermatological products (such as creams, ointments, and gels) and also have a growing line of solid dosage form products (tablets and capsules). As of December 31, 2011, Taro marketed more than 180 pharmaceutical products in over 20 countries.

Taro customers include wholesalers, drugstore chains, grocery chains, mass volume retailers, healthcare institutions, independent drug stores and discount retailers.

We’re proud that millions of patients rely on our generic pharmaceuticals and over-the-counter products every year. Whether you’re a physician, pharmacist or patient, please consider this website your personal resource for learning more about Taro and our products. We invite you to return to this website often for new products and updates.

Website: www.taro.ca
Main Contact: Barb Pimentel, VP Sales and Marketing
Email: Barb.Pimentel@taro.ca
TELUS HEALTH SOLUTIONS

TELUS Health is a leader in telehomecare, electronic medical and health records, consumer health, benefits management and pharmacy management. TELUS Health solutions give health authorities, providers, physicians, patients and consumers the power to turn information into better health outcomes.

TELUS Health offers a complete selection of claims and benefits management solutions that provide an efficient and cost-effective way for insurers and care providers to manage drug, dental and extended health claims as well as workers' compensation billing.

With pharmacy management solutions, not only can you automate and simplify the day-to-day operations of your pharmacy, you will also have the tools you need to provide professional, personalized care based on your patients' needs and conditions.

Website:  https://www.telushealth.co/health-solutions/
Main Contact:  Karine Jacqueson, Senior Market Manager - Pharmacies
Email:  karine.jacqueson@telus.com

TEVA CANADA

Teva is the largest manufacturer of generic drugs in the world, and we are among the world's top 10 pharmaceutical companies.

Here in Canada, Teva makes both generic and brand-name pharmaceuticals. With nearly 200,000* prescriptions filled each day, we understand the shared role of brand-name and generic medications in a sustainable healthcare system.

We offer more than 400 brand and generic medications, to treat everything from ear infections to diabetes, heart disease and cancer. Our proven generic products are easily recognizable through prefixes such as “Novo-,” “ratio-” and “Teva-.”

Because our generic products are priced substantially lower than their brand equivalents, we save Canada's healthcare system more than $3 billion annually.

Teva’s brand-name division, Teva Canada Innovation, is a leader in developing specialty medicines that meet patient needs, most significantly in central nervous system and pain. In Canada, Teva's innovative portfolio includes six leading proprietary drugs:

We're proud to be a major part of Canadian healthcare. We invite you to find out more about us: Explore our long history in Canada, view our facilities and learn about our industry. Here, you will also find the promise of an enriching career in our employment opportunities.

Website:  http://www.tevacanada.com/default.aspx
Main Contact:  Michael Reid, VP Sales and Corporate Accounts
Email:  Michael.Reid@tevacanada.com
UNILEVER CANADA

With more than 400 brands focused on health and wellbeing, no company touches so many people’s lives in so many different ways.

Our portfolio ranges from nutritionally balanced foods to indulgent ice creams, affordable soaps, luxurious shampoos and everyday household care products. We produce world-leading brands including Lipton, Knorr, Dove, Axe, Hellmann’s and Omo, alongside trusted local names such as Blue Band, Pureit and Suave.

Responsible business
To embed sustainability into every stage of the life cycle of our products, we’re working with our suppliers to support responsible approaches to agriculture. We’re also learning from NGOs and other organisations, recognising that building a truly sustainable business is not something we can do without expert advice.

We believe that as a business we have a responsibility to our consumers and to the communities in which we have a presence. Around the world we invest in local economies and develop people’s skills inside and outside of Unilever. And through our business and brands, we run a range of programmes to promote hygiene, nutrition, empowerment and environmental awareness.

Impact & innovation
We realise innovation is key to our progress, and through cutting-edge science we’re constantly enhancing our brands, improving their nutritional properties, taste, fragrance, or functionality.

We invest around 1 billion every year in research and development, and have established laboratories around the world where our scientists explore new thinking and techniques, applying their expertise to our products.

Consumer research plays a vital role in this process. Our unrivalled global reach allows us to get closer to consumers in local markets, ensuring we understand their diverse needs and priorities.

About our brands
From long-established names like Lifebuoy, Sunlight and Pond’s to new innovations such as the Pureit affordable water purifier, our range of brands is as diverse as our worldwide consumer base. Unilever has more than 400 brands, 14 of which generate sales in excess of 1 billion a year.

Many of these brands have long-standing, strong social missions, including Lifebuoy’s drive to promote hygiene through handwashing with soap, and Dove’s campaign for real beauty.

Website: https://www.unilever.ca/
Main Contact: Danika Johansen, Senior Customer Team Lead
Email: Danika.Johansen@unilever.com
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO- LESLIE DAN FACULTY OF PHARMACY

We are Canada’s largest pharmacy school and have a world class reputation in education and research. Educational programming is at the heart of the Leslie Dan Faculty of Pharmacy and we currently offer a number of cutting-edge educational programs including the PharmD program (entry to practice professional degree program), the PharmD for Pharmacists program (for those who have completed a BScPhm degree and wish to upgrade to an entry level PharmD), and the Pharmaceutical Chemistry Specialist program (BSc), offered in conjunction with the Faculty of Arts and Science. Our Graduate Programs offer students in the physical, biological, clinical and social sciences a challenging and rewarding research-intensive program leading to Master of Science (MSc) and Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) degrees.

The research conducted by students, faculty, research associates and postdoctoral fellows at the Leslie Dan Faculty of Pharmacy focuses on drugs and medications. This research reflects the breadth and depth of the questions and issues relevant to modern drug therapy including the role of pharmacists in the health care system, the mechanism of action of novel compounds, drug discovery and delivery, and countless others. The results of this research have a profound impact in drug therapy on both the molecular level and on entire populations. Current research conducted at the Faculty includes the development of a cost-effective nanomaterial-based diagnostic tool used to identify cancer and infectious disease; the development of a novel drug delivery system to aid wound healing in diabetic patients; and leveraging health care databases to examine the effects of drugs on patient’s health and how resources are used, allowing policy-makers to make better decisions about the delivery of health care.

The Leslie Dan Faculty of Pharmacy is also committed to life-long learning through the Office of Continuous Professional Development which delivers leading-edge educational programs that improve and expand the competency of pharmacy professionals, researchers, scientists and allied professionals involved in pharmacy policy and practice. Our International Pharmacy Graduate program (IPG) is a unique best practices bridging program designed to assist pharmacists educated and trained in countries outside Canada to meet Canadian entry-to-practice standards.

Website:  http://www.pharmacy.utoronto.ca/
Main Contact: Ryan Keay, Administrative Assistant-Continuous Professional Development
Email: ryan.keay@utoronto.ca

WAMPOLE INC.

A century of success!

Usinelt’s hard to believe that 100 years of success started with Cod Liver Oil. In 1893, Henry K. Wampole and his partners moved production to Perth, Ontario and began manufacturing the popular liver extract. Over a century later, Wampole Brands Inc. is an enduring Canadian success story. Recognized as a Canadian leader in high-quality nutritional and herbal products, the Wampole name is associated with quality and value from coast-to-coast.
Our Promise
Today, consumers are taking greater responsibility for managing their own healthcare. There is a growing interest in disease prevention, nutrition and better management of chronic illnesses. Recognizing that stressful, fast-paced living can compromise nutrition and diet, consumers are embracing the healthy benefits of nutritional supplements and complementary therapies. Wampole is committed to supporting Canadians in the pursuit of total health and wellness.

Quality and innovation
Wampole has a product line that includes a wide range of herbal and nutritional supplements. Our formulas are scientifically based and reflect the most current healthcare research. Strict quality control measures and testing polices ensure the safety and purity of all our products. Now, more than ever, Wampole Brand products make sense. Dedicated to quality, service and value, Wampole is leading the way to a new century of health.

Website: http://www.wampole.ca/
Main Contact: Louis-Philip Vermeersch, General Manager
Email: lpvermeersch@wampole.ca